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 “Cyber security challenges in Smart Cities: Safety, security and privacy”. 
 
 

This article raises the issue of “evolution, but at what cost?” A potential smart city 
that is interconnected through smart devices like phones, gadgets, appliances on the 
path to total connectivity recognized as the “internet of things” and while they do 
create innovative, social and economic opportunities they also hinder our 
expectations of privacy and security that we hope to get. Intelligent transportation 
systems can gather data from GPS to transmit weather and traffic updates, but one 
would also be exposing their location, their privacy. One more point that the article 
tries to make is of the worth of benefit through ease of life and through the rise of a 
interconnected world but with the cost of risking our security and privacy. They 
represent a model which explores the interactions between person, servers and 
things and tries to protect these interactions. 

 
 
 

The methodology which was adopted to measure or analyse the benefit of this 
interconnected world is “IN3.” “Instrumented” gives city components and citizens 
devices, at varying levels of features that, at a minimum, respond to a sensor 
network. These are, in turn, “interconnected” as to pass information into a network. 
That information is computationally available for analysis and decision-making, 
making the Smart City “intelligent” in its operations. 

 
 
 

The article also talked about loopholes in the system. For e.g. after a murder of a 
social worker making a home visit, computer engineering students devised an app 
package for smart phones that would track via GPS and provide panic button 
notification to supervisors and police via direct activation , yet people can misuse 
this for their own personal purposes, disregarding the privacy of a person, like a 
jealous spouse. As we see we are faced with many security challenges and this is 
where the article focuses on. It tells us about the various problems that could affect 
the safety of a person and how we could potentially protect it. 

 
 
 

Concluding, the benefits do and will far outweigh the risks when the rights and 
liberties in a democratic society are observed and protected. Deliberate talks need to 
happen on whether the risk of privacy and security is worth it for these benefits and 
if it is how do we execute it in a way where is no corruption and no loopholes. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/notification
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“A Case study on Steganography and its Attacks”. 
 
 
 

In today’s world, communication is needed for transmitting the information. 
Everybody needs the security and secret of the conveying information. To send the 
information in a disguised way two systems are for the most part utilized. These 
techniques are Cryptography and Steganography. In a digital world, steganography is 
introduced to hide the existence of the communication by concealing a secret 
message inside another unsuspicious message. Steganography is often being used 
together with cryptography and offers an acceptable amount of privacy and security 
over the communication channel.  
 
Encryption and Decryption of data is done using cover images and messages hidden 
in it. Together the cover media and the embedded message creates a stego-carrier. 
For example, when a crucial data (secret message) is hidden within a cover image, 
the resulting product is the stego-image. The different classifications in 
steganography are text, image and audio steganography. The various places where 
steganography can be used are e-commerce, secret data storing and confidential 
information which helps with the privacy and security issues and protection pf data 
alteration. The possible attacks which could happen are compression attacks where 
the attacker compress the file containing the hidden information. Compression 
algorithms and “hidden” is equivalent to “extraneous.” 

 
 
 

Different types of techniques for image, video, audio, text steganography is 
explained in this case study which are very helpful for detecting the stego-images 
and the media relating to the security of the information. 
A good background is given on these techniques so that whoever is working on 
this field can get a prior idea about them. 
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